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T The addition of DVS to djay Pro AI introduces full digital vinyl control. 
Setting up DVS in djay Pro AI is straightforward, with the in-app setup 
and auto calibration tools designed to guide you through the process 
easily.
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T What you’ll need to enable DVS

• djay Pro AI for iOS/Mac with a PRO subscription.

• djay Control Vinyl or other 1kHz timecode records.

• Properly set up turntables.    

• A MIDI controller or mixer with line or phono level inputs. 

NOTE: To get the most out of djay Pro AI DVS and the Neural Mix DVS features, you 
will need Algoriddim’s official djay Control Vinyl. That said, any DVS records with the 
standard 1kHz control tone timecode will be supported in djay.

Connecting your gear     

Properly hooking up your gear is essential to achieve a strong, stable timecode signal and 

consistent performance.

1. Check if your turntables can switch between line and phono level output.    

2. Ensure they are both switched to the same setting.

3. If you’re using phono, attach each ground wire to the mixer’s earth terminal(s).

4. Plug the RCA cables into the mixer’s line/phono inputs. Double check the left/right 

plugs are in the correct input jack.     

 

You can test whether each deck is set up correctly by playing the audio from the timecode 

record while the channel input select is set to line/phono (as per how it’s connected). A 

strong high pitched sound from your speakers (as well as from the needle on the record) 

should play.

NOTE: When using DVS, make sure your channel inputs are set to USB, or the 
timecode signal will pass through the mixer to speakers, rather than into the software 
to be interpreted by djay Pro AI.

http://www.algoriddim.com/dvs
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Before you start with DVS setup and calibration, you may also need to set up the balance of 

your turntables correctly, by adjusting the counterweight, anti-skating, and tonearm height. 

This is a quick and straightforward process that is covered here.

To access the DVS calibration tools, you first need to enable DVS within djay. This not only 

gives you the tools to set up your timecode, it will switch the djay interface to display DVS-

specific controls instead of the standard default transport controls.

1. In djay, open the Settings via the cog button in djay Pro AI dashboard.

2. Switch to the DVS tab.    

3. Toggle ON Enable DVS.    

4. For each connected turntable, choose the corresponding channel input as it’s 

plugged into the mixer.

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DGwk8SYf_mk
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To get each deck calibrated and working:

1. Tap an input channel to view the calibration tools.

2. Tap the Calibrate button to start the calibration process.    

3. Follow the steps in the pop up that appears.

4. Repeat for each connected turntable.

 

Once this has been completed, your DVS will be ready to use.

TIP: Having properly set up and balanced turntables is important to reliable timecode 
tracking. If you haven’t setup the tonearm on them in a while, or the needles have 
been worn down through long term use, it’s worth reviewing your equipment during 
this process.
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Once your timecode is set up, each deck entry in the DVS settings will have a black and 

green scope to visually explain how clean the audio signal is. A strong, clean signal will be 

displayed as a s circle around the outer edge of the scope. While the circle might not be 

perfectly round, it should stay consistent while the track is left to play.

Correct scope

Left/right channel missing

Line signal connected to phono
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Not grounded

No timecode signal

Not calibrated

Broken needle
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Tonearm too light

Tonearm too heavy
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Once DVS is enabled, the djay Pro AI user interface layout will display a DVS menu next to 

the transport controls or jog wheels. The menu button will display what mode your deck DVS 

is set to, with the following options in the menu list:

INT. Internal mode, which will ignore the timecode signal and use the djay Pro AI transport 

controls instead. 

REL. Relative mode, which will use the timecode signal to play, rewind, and fast forward, but 

ignore the position of the music in relation to where the needle is on the record. 

ABS. Absolute mode, which will track the music with the timecode record, so that when 

you drop the needle on the record, it will move the playhead in the music to the equivalent 

location. Because this keeps the position of the song tied to the position on the vinyl it 

disables cue points and loops. 

Remaining time on vinyl. Indicates how much time is left on the record’s track. 

Calibrate. A quick-access menu to the DVS preferences.

TIP: These options can be set on a per-deck basis, so you can run some decks with 
turntables in ABS/REL mode, and some running internally.
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Since turntables are completely analog audio equipment, they are sensitive to external 

sounds that can be picked up through the needle and tonearm. The DVS audio signal can 

be confused by these noises, causing unstable playback and control. Each turntable section 

of the DVS tab has an option to change the software sensitivity to noise, at the expense of 

accuracy of that control.

Although the callibration process is designed to take into 

account the effects of ambient noise on the turntable and 

adjust the sensitivity for you, this might still need to be 

altered to your personal taste. To change the sensitivity, 

click the (i) button on the timecode scope. This will bring 

up a slider to increase or decrease how much noise is 

filtered out. The less filter, the better the response while 

moving the record, and the more precise the audio within 

djay Pro AI will play back. With more noise filtered out, you 

will have less sudden movement within audio playback 

caused by bumps, vibrations, or other sounds picked up 

through the needle, but timecode tracking will not be as 

exact.

TIP: Noise levels will be different in every place you DJ and you’ll need to run 
calibration after you set up in a new location. In a fairly controlled environment, such 
as a home or studio, using the recommended setting will likely work best. In more 
uncontrolled environments such as at a wedding or in a club, you are more likely to 
want to manually adjust the sensitivity.
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As well as the calibration and audio setup, the DVS settings also have a couple of options 

you can change to better suit your needs.

Neural Mix Vinyl. Switches the two Neural Mix timecode tracks between Instrumental – 
Acappella, and Percussive – Tonal.

Needle drop in REL mode. Maintains the advantage of being able to needle drop to skip 

through a track while using relative mode.


